Work-related Falls
Oklahoma Occupational Safety and Health Surveillance Program
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A mechanic was replacing a rear hatch on a
tank truck using a cutting torch to remove the
hinge pin. The torch ignited flammable vapors
in the tank, which had been emptied of salt
water contents from a gas well. The explosion
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head trauma on arrival to the hospital.

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS




The Oklahoma Occupational Safety and
Health Surveillance Program collects statewide
information on 19 occupational health
conditions in order to develop and inform
occupational injury and illness prevention
programs. Oklahoma’s occupational surveillance
system is a research program of the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.





For detailed reports, please go to the
Occupational Injuries section at:

http://ips.health.ok.gov


Control slip and trip hazards in work areas
by using signage and/or barriers for slick or
uneven surfaces and increasing awareness
of the impact of weather conditions (e.g.,
wind, rain, snow, and ice).
Designate controlled access zones and
install appropriate fall protection systems
(e.g., guardrails, safety nets, personal fall
arrest, etc.), particularly around skylights,
roof and floor openings, towers, and other
heights.
Ensure that all necessary personal
protective equipment is provided and worn/
used correctly (e.g., safety belts, harnesses,
lanyards, lifelines, hard hats, etc.).
Train personnel in hazard recognition and
avoidance, in addition to safely using,
inspecting, and reporting problems with all
fall protection systems.
Consult and implement published best
practices and OSHA standards.

